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1 Executive Summary 

Bloomen explores how to use Blockchain technology for the management of media assets. 
The News Media use case from DW focuses on how to buy and sell photos for use by 
newsrooms. The Bloomen Photo tool enables photo sourcing on the basis of a workflow 
developed in close exchange with DW’s photo editors. The use case is managed by DW as 
business partner and ATC as technical partner, in charge of developing the demonstrator. 
 
This deliverable (D5.4) in Task 5.2 reports about the second phase of the pilot and provides 
an update of recent developments, business concepts, demonstrator features, the 
evaluation programme and results. It references to the learnings from phase 1 and 
upcoming plans (phase 3). The document provides a detailed overview of the current version 
of Bloomen Photo that has been tested: the two interfaces for publishers/photographers and 
related features. 
 
The scope of the use case has remained valid from the beginning project. Three of the pilot 
phases have been completed as scheduled. Based on close cooperation between DW and 
ATC and learnings from phase 1, the Bloomen Photo demonstrator was extended 
considerably in terms of functionality, key features, refined workflows and usability. This 
included the conception of a new workflow concept related to photographer “assignments”, 
which – in business terms – ensures sufficient picture supply for photo editors and 
incentives for photographers. Bloomen Photo was then evaluated by different types of users 
and stakeholders, delivering key results for the upcoming final phase and a sustainable 
Minimal Viable Product (MVP). This pilot phase also produced an update of the business 
concept, following the Working Backward method (Customer Questions, Mockup Press 
Release and Frequently Asked Questions). 
 
For the evaluation programme in phase 2, DW developed a dedicated methodology, 
consisting of two main instruments: 1. A qualitative evaluation programme with 26 direct 
users and general DW stakeholders, using methods such as in-depth interviews, one-to-one 
test observations and online questionnaires. 2. An expert testing programme for the 
software application, conducted by DW’s Bloomen Team/Innovation Managers. The 
combined programme helped Bloomen Photo to evolve across several releases to the 
current version described in this document. Each new release was informed by learnings 
derived from user testing and expert review activities. 
 
This deliverable summarises evaluation results, grouped into key outcomes: Business Value, 
Feature Offering, Benefits, Barriers, Additions, Stakeholder Opinion and Photographer 
Motivation. The large majority of findings and comments are highly encouraging and fully 
support the current business and technical direction of Bloomen Photo. All key business 
hypotheses have been validated with strong agreement levels by most respondents (“fully 
agree” or “agree”). This is also the case regarding the previously defined Critical Success 
Factors and related KPIs. Further, the overall set of features was rated by most respondents 
as “very important” or “important”. There are countless qualitative comments describing 
advantages and benefits, suggested improvements or additions and important aspects of 
related administrative or journalistic workflows. Shortcomings and barriers have also been 
highlighted, with many relating to the specific business issue of potential uptake by 
photographers. These learnings are invaluable for the final phase of the use case and to 
review the sustainability of the emerging MVP.  
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2 Introduction 

This chapter provides an introduction to this deliverable, the Bloomen project background, 
important related deliverables and the structure of this document. 
 

2.1 The Bloomen Project 

Bloomen (“Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience”) is an innovation 
action project funded by European Commission under Grant Agreement No. 762091. The 
consortium explores and researches how blockchain technology can be used to manage and 
track a variety of content, such as music, pictures or WebTV offerings. Based on three 
specific media use cases the project currently develops demonstrators and applications 
based on blockchain technologies. As a next step, the project will evaluate the new 
platforms that allow creators of content to participate in the world of digital communication 
in better, easier ways – ideally in combination with high levels of trust, security and fairness. 
 
The content, media and creative domains involve many different types of stakeholders, 
including technologists and developers. Ranging from single artists to employed media 
creators and senior decision-makers, a key group for Bloomen are content creators, either as 
individuals or organisations. No matter whether large or small, these creators currently face 
many challenges how digital content of any kind can be efficiently used, attributed and 
published for publication as well as monetisation. In this context, Bloomen aims to provide 
Blockchain solutions and inform about their potential use and impact. 
 

2.2 About this Deliverable 

Bloomen explores how to use Blockchain technology for the management of media assets. 
The News Media use case from DW focuses on how to buy and sell photos, for use by 
newsrooms. The tool aims to enable photo sourcing based on a workflow which has been 
developed in close exchange with photo editors. The demonstrator is commonly described 
as “Bloomen Photo”. 
 
The Bloomen News Media use case is managed by DW as the business partner, together 
with ATC as the technical partner. 
 
Bloomen Photo is one of three use cases in the Bloomen project. While this use case 
explores blockchain-driven asset management of photos the other two use cases look into 
music copyright and streaming videos. Each use case focuses on different areas and facets 
of media production and target groups, resulting in different approaches and business 
contexts. 
 
This deliverable (D5.4) reports about the second phase of the pilot operation for the News 
Media use case and provides an update of recent developments, demonstrator features, the 
evaluation programme and results for this phase. 
 
The target audiences for this deliverable are the Bloomen project reviewers as well as the 
project consortium. For the consortium, the deliverable serves as an overview of the status 
of the News Media use case (Bloomen Photo). For technology partners, it gives key 
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information on evaluation results. The consortium and WP5 lead will be using this status 
report in regular task management meetings. For Bloomen’s project reviewers and project 
officers, the document serves as a guide, in order to evaluate ongoing work related Bloomen 
Photo and the DW use case. 
 

2.3 Relationship with other Deliverables 

 
This document D5.4 has been produced in year 3 of the Bloomen project at the end of M30. 
It is the second in a series of two deliverables, which report on the status of the News Media 
Use Case (Bloomen Photo) in relation to the work conducted in Task 5.2 (News Media use 
case – pilot operation management and evaluation). 
 
The first deliverable in this series (D5.3) was produced in M24, titled “News Media use case 
– pilot operation management and evaluation – Initial report”. It reported on the overall pilot 
plan and testing approach, including early feedback from selected key users. In the first 
deliverable DW and ATC described the process of how Bloomen Photo had been positioned 
and how it would be evaluated in the second phase. 
 
One further deliverable concerning all Bloomen use cases is scheduled for WP5. This is D5.7 
at the end of the project, an overall evaluation report. This upcoming document will contain 
further important evaluation results and information about the News Media Use case 
(Bloomen Photo). 
 
Other related deliverables to this document are D2.1 (Bloomen use cases and KPIs) from 
Month 6 and D2.2 (Bloomen Requirements Analysis) from Month 10. The first deliverable 
D2.1 relating to Bloomen use cases contained visionary, detailed descriptions for all three 
Bloomen use cases in their respective business contexts and market environments. At this 
early point in the project, it was the goal to illustrate general and wider application and 
business opportunities for future products and services that relate to the Bloomen use 
cases. In comparison, the deliverable D2.2. focused on necessary technical requirements for 
building the Bloomen system. 
 
Readers of this document are advised to also refer to D2.1, D2.2, D5.3 and – in due time - the 
upcoming D5.7 deliverable in order to obtain the complete set of information. 
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3 Pilot Operation 

This chapter provides an overview of the pilot application and the overall scope of the pilot. 
Specific information is provided about the status in phase 2, and the current version of the 
Bloomen Photo application that has been tested and evaluated, including business concept 
and features. Finally, the chapter introduces the new assignment concept. 
 

3.1 Scope and Status 

The overall scope of the use case has remained valid from the beginning of the project to 
the current version of the Bloomen Photo application. Three of four general pilot phases 
have been completed as scheduled. 
 

3.1.1 Scope Across Phases 

 
The scope of the News Media use case was defined at the beginning of the project in D2.1 
and described as follows (page 12): 
 

“The News use case from Deutsche Welle: An acquisition and management tool for 
news picture content that aims to improve visual journalism and collaboration with 
external picture contributors”. 

 
Both this definition and general scope remained valid for both the pilot phases, including the 
general objectives provided in deliverable D2.1: 
 

● To explore and evaluate the use of Blockchain systems for next generation picture 
management in the context of visual journalism workflows, with a view to understand 
if and how visual output can be extended and improved. 
 

● To obtain and test the prototype of a new “Visual Journalism Tool” tailored to the 
picture journalists of news media organisations, which uses the new Bloomen 
Blockchain platform/services and captures relevant elements of picture 
management workflows. 
 

● To obtain an attractive, easy-to-use demonstrator of the visual journalism tool that 
can be shown and explained in a journalism and market context with the new media 
sector. 

 
In the second phase of the pilot programme, from August 2019 to January 2020, the 
Bloomen Photo app demonstrator was extended in terms of functionality, key features and 
usability. This has been based on the first round of feedback described in D5.3 and further 
research into the editorial and business challenges in the news photo market. 
 
This second version of the Bloomen Photo demonstrator was tested with different types of 
end users during phase 2 of the pilot phase, delivering key results for the final project phase. 
The end user groups, testing methodology and results are described in this deliverable D5.4 
in the following chapters. 
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3.1.2 Status Update 

 
The table below provides an update for the Bloomen Photo project plan, highlighting 

completed phases and the current status. This overview is based on the plan already 

introduced in D5.3. 

 

Phase Status 

Pre-pilot and initial evaluation of requirements: DW validates and tests 

the first deliverable provided by technical partners. DW and ATC as the 

technical partner define the strategy to run all the pilot phases. Specific 

steps: DW and ATC produced extensive descriptions of user roles and 

needs in D2.1 and D2.2. 

Completed 

Pilot Phase 1: Adaptation to pilot needs and user’s requirements. DW 

recruits its stakeholders and provides initial feedback to technical 

partners from both stakeholders and their own technical experts about 

prototypes developed, related to key modules as pure demonstrators. It is 

the responsibility of ATC to provide these modules, based on technical 

requirements and in collaboration with the other Bloomen use 

cases/technical partners. Specific steps: development of workflows for 

the required solution by ATC and DW - in extension to the user roles - with 

visual overviews and a description of needed features. The features were 

then implemented step by step, during 2019.  

Completed 

Pilot 2: Pilot monitoring. Users participate in the platform. DW monitors 

the execution of the pilot. DW gets feedback and collects data to measure 

the impact. Iteration from phases 1 to 2. Specific steps included - as 

described in this deliverable – the conduction of tests by DW with key user 

groups.  

Completed 

Final Pilot Phase 3: Analysis of all feedback across phases and summary 

of collected data. Final strategic results analysis will be presented in the 

final evaluation deliverable and the review of the project.  

Scheduled 

 
Figure 1: Pilot Phase Status - Overview 
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3.1.3 Development 

 
As a result of the close cooperation between ATC as technical partner and DW as user 
partner, the functionalities of the Bloomen Photo demonstrator improved considerably 
during the period from August 2019 to January 2020. 
 
Bloomen Photo is a blockchain-enabled platform for exchanging photos, including features 
like identification, photo licenses, project contracts as well as metadata, copyrights and 
photo sales enabled through smart contracts. The application is designed for the simple and 
effective exchange of photos. The current focus is solely on photos, but the model could 
later be extended to also include video or audio segments. The application provides a 
payment function, which is also based on blockchain technology. 
 
The overall perspective remains: Blockchain technologies could be useful to create an easier 
exchange of creative work, in the case of this use case with a focus on photos. Quicker 
payment, better exchange of metadata, usage and copyrights, less administration based on 
automated processes. In the long run, digital and smart contracts could create an overview 
of rights and payments much better than today, both for the creators as for the users, 
specifically large public media companies. 
 
Already by mid-2019, all three use cases of the Bloomen project had developed the first 
functional demonstrators. This deliverable describes the demonstrator status of Bloomen 
Photo as of February 2020. 
 
The period between August 2019 and February 2020 was marked by considerable 
development progress. There are now more features, more functionalities and more refined 
workflows. Based on testing feedback the demonstrator makes it easier to see how 
Blockchain technology can support new models of media asset management. 
 
This level of progress was also achieved in such short time and scope, as DW and ATC had 
collaboratively collected a detailed list of needed features and functionalities, which were 
collected in a shared Trello board in the first month of phase 2 (September 2019). This 
involved the definition of a range of functionalities and features which were identified by DW 
as “need to have” in order to develop the Bloomen Photo demonstrator further towards 
“market fit” and potential sustainability. This approach was helpful because it created a 
focus on actual user/client needs. The guiding question was: Would the features we are 
developing be of value to any single user or user group in the particular market? Would there 
be a chance to let the demonstrator developed in the project evolve towards a sustainable 
product or service? 
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Figure 2: One Section of the Bloomen Photo Trello Board 

 
At the end of phase 2 Bloomen Photo has achieved necessary refinement towards these 
development goals. The basic and initial workflow of a sell-and-buy photo exchange 
platform is still the backbone of the demonstrator. However, the focus of ideation has 
shifted to a feature that is described as “assignments”. Assignments are tasks given to 
photographers for a series of photos about a topic or subject. 
 
 

3.2 Bloomen Photo: Business Concept 

This chapter describes the current and updated business concept of Bloomen Photo on the 
basis of the three elements in the “Working Backwards” business method. 
 

3.2.1 Objectives of the Working Backwards Method 

 
In D5.3 we introduced the “Working Backwards” approach in order to describe the way of 
working of  Bloomen Photo. This approach has been popularised by Amazon for their own 
projects and to launch new services. It has three core elements: Key customer questions, a 
mock-up press release and an initial set of “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ). The idea is 
to describe a future project as if it was going to be launched today. The expectation is that 
the idea of releasing the project will form an early view of what is needed to make it 
effective, usable and popular with users. 
 
For the second phase of the pilot, DW produced an updated version of the three elements, 
which are presented below. It is a more refined version of earlier descriptions, reflecting new 
features and new insights which came out of the evaluation with users. 
 
For Bloomen Photo, the “Working Backwards” approach has another important role to play. It 
is used to describe and communicate the overall scope and direction of the pilot application. 
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Key to the “Working Backwards” concept is the customer experience. It helps to clearly 
define who the customers are and to provide good reasons why they will use Bloomen 
Photo, in addition to the current photo services. The key customers and direct users of 
Bloomen photo are Photo Editors in news media organisations with regular demand for 
specific photos. If Bloomen Photo manages to attract this specific type of customer, there is 
a chance for a subsequent MVP to be viable and scalable. 
 
The new concept related to regular assignments for photographers increases the chances 
that there is sufficient picture supply for photo editors (in terms of photographers being able 
and willing to work for the assignments). In part, this view was already described in D5.3 
(“Photographers and all other creators are primarily users, because only when the larger media 
companies use an application like Bloomen Photo there will be demand and an opportunity.”). 
In this updated description, the emphasis on photo editors as core users is even more 
pronounced. 
 
In phase 2, the five key customer questions, the mock-up Press Release and the FAQs have 
been updated as follows. 
 
 

3.2.2 Key Customer Questions 

 
Who is the customer? 
 
Key customers for Bloomen photo are photo editors, of either public service or commercial 
media companies. The customer group with the biggest demand are photo editors looking 
for specific pictures they cannot easily obtain through the wire services or from stock photo 
platforms. The scarcity of photographers on the ground results in a general shortage of 
usable photos. 
 
What is the customer problem or opportunity? 
 
There are billions of photos available. But it’s challenging to find specific photos from a 
number of world regions, such as day-to-day life in Botswana, school education in Sierra 
Leone or photos of large infrastructure projects in Kenya financed by China. These types of 
photos, which would be needed often when Africa becomes a focus region, are hard to come 
by, even from Reuters, Picture Alliance or AFP (Agence France Press). The problem is even 
stronger when the reporting focuses on specific people from a given African country, such 
as leading politicians of the top parties, prior to an election. In the Bloomen evaluation 
process the lack of these types of photos and the difficulty to obtain them has been 
described as a big and ongoing problem. 
 
What is the most important customer benefit? 
 
The key benefit of Bloomen Photo can be summarised as better localized pictures with 
Africa being a placeholder for a region or topic where it is simply not easy to have up to date 
and high-quality photos. Bloomen Photo combines a number of features into a workflow 
solving this problem. 
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The most important benefit of Bloomen Photo for customers (media companies) is that the 
application enables quick (smart) contracting with photographers (or other types of creative 
producers of video or audio). This is connected to assignments, verification, automatic 
license recording and integrated payment options. 
 
Key elements of the business view on Bloomen Photo are features already integrated into 
the platform: Identification/verification of the creator; reliable, long term licensing including 
keeping records in the Blockchain and, finally, the option to initiate direct payments using the 
Bloomen wallet features, all in one platform. 
 
In summary, Bloomen Photo offers a “package” of benefits which are not available in the 
traditional photo sourcing process, complementing the needs of newsrooms with an 
integrated, multi-step workflow designed for better photo sourcing. 
 
How do you know what customers want? 
 
Getting certain types of photos from certain regions in the world has repeatedly been 
described as “the key problem” by our evaluation partners, from different angles, but always 
with the same emphasis. 
 
The problem is further validated as there is no competing platform enabling direct contact to 
photographers in a specific region, especially not one including a workflow for photo 
assignments, uploading, licensing and payment. 
 
What does the customer experience look like? 
 
Bloomen Photo is self-explanatory and can be used effectively within a photographer’s first 
assignment, gaining in relevance over time. To understand this, we can imagine the current 
user experience: often photo editors don’t have images they need on a certain topic, but 
giving out assignments for them using Word, E-mail and classic contracting would be both 
too complicated and too work-intensive. 
 
Bloomen Photo works as a platform, is effective from the first project on and would gain in 
importance and relevance over time - e.g. when there are 50-100 trusted and experienced 
photographers able to take assignments when needed. 
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3.2.3 Mock-up Press Release 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Mock-up Press Release (“Working Backwards” Method) 
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3.2.4 Frequently Asked Questions 

 
Q: What is Bloomen Photo? 
 
Bloomen Photo is a photo platform specifically designed for a simplified, secure and fair 
exchange of photos between photo editors and photographers. Based on Blockchain 
technology, key aspects relevant for photo buying are solved differently than in current 
platforms, where direct contact between buyer and seller is usually not possible. Additional 
features include copyright, licensing and payments. 
 
Q: How does Bloomen Photo work? 
 
Bloomen enables to set-up work assignments between photo editors and photographers, 
enabling to scale contracting, initiate more direct assignments and further to optimize the 
workflow of photo sourcing beyond todays tools and processes in use. 
 
The platform combines the demand for specific photos and photo series from international 
public service media such as Deutsche Welle, Swiss Info, France Media Monde (FMM) and 
BBC World Service. The key offering is that photo editors from such organisations can work 
directly with capable and trusted photographers, who can be invited to the platform. The 
incentive for the photographers is the availability of assignments for photo projects. 
 
Q: What are the main features? 
 
• Innovative digital workflow for photo sourcing 
• Photographer verification 
• Photographer license terms 
• Photographer digital contract 
• Photo editor assignment description 
• Photo editor assignment agreement and order process 
• Photo metadata enrichment for photographer and photo editors (in parallel) 
• Digital walled for payments 
 
Short description of key features: 
A notable feature of Bloomen Photo is the choice of multiple options for metadata 
enrichment. Without Bloomen Photo pictures often arrive without the needed metadata, 
rendering them useless. In Bloomen Photo both automatic and manual metadata 
enrichment is possible. For captions, there is an in-photo option for extra information, e.g. 
who the persons, shown in a picture, are. 
 
Important, too, is the opportunity for reliable, trustable long-term licensing management. 
Rights for usage of all photos uploaded to Bloomen Photo are stored in a Blockchain 
platform, enabling easy retrieval when needed, even years after the purchase. 
 
Another key feature not available elsewhere is a wallet for Blockchain payments, enabling 
sending and receiving funds and defining a pay-out account when needed. One key goal of 
Bloomen Photo is to enable direct work with local photographers as well as fair and swift 
pay for work done. Over time, costly money transfer services may be replaced, to enable a 
higher direct pay-out for the creators. 
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3.3 Bloomen Photo: Demonstrator Features 

This chapter provides an illustrative description of the interfaces for 
publishers/photographers and lists key features for these two user groups with a short 
introduction of the project and general approach. The images below show the “Start 
Screens” of the application demonstrator for both the publisher and the photographer side. 
To avoid copyright issues and risk, the demonstrator uses sets of self-produced photos for 
testing purposes. 

 
 

Figure 4: Start Screen and Main Sections (Publisher Side) 
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Figure 5: Start Screen and Main Sections (Photographer) 

 

3.3.1 Feature Overview: Publishers and Photographers 

 
This section describes the elements and parts of the demonstrator that is being tested 
during phase 2 and beyond. The table below describes the current status of the Bloomen 
Photo application in terms of features and functionalities, grouped by the “Photographer” 
and “Photo Editor/Publisher” side of the interface. 
 

Photographer 
 

Publisher 

Photo upload – single - 

Photo upload - bulk - 

Browsing photos with metadata Browsing Photos with metadata 

- Browsing: Search based Filter 

- Browsing: License based Filter 

- Browsing: Annotation based Filter 

Metadata, price & tag entry  - 

License selection  - 

Automatic Exif-Data upload - 

- Tick favourite photo 

- View enlarge photo 

- Accept license 

- Purchase photo 

Photo annotation Photo annotation 
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Adding new tag to photo Adding new tag to photo 

See my account details See account details 

See my reputation - 

See and update my coin balance - 

See my verification details - 

- See verification status of photographers 

- Verify new applications from photographers 

- Invite members of staff to use the app 

Make coin/bonus transfer to photographer Make coin transfers to other wallets 

Change my mnemonic phrase Change my mnemonic phrase 

Ask for pay-out Ask for pay-out 

See my transactions Change my mnemonic phrase 

Link to Alastria to see Blockchain data Link to Alastria to see Blockchain data 
 

Figure 6: Overview – Bloomen Photo Features by Interface Section 

 
 
 

3.3.2 Description of Photographer Features 

 
This chapter summarises the key features that are available to photographers in the 
“Photographer” side of the Bloomen Photo interface. 
 
Feature: Upload Photo 

 
Current version: 
 

● Description, keywords and Price (obligatory) 
 

● + Location (longitude and latitude) – optional / + Rights (Time, Region) – optional 

 
● Exif-data for each image is uploaded automatically and later shown in the single 

image view. 
 
Description: 
 
Single Photo Upload with manual metadata entry. The upload enables uploads of either a 
single or a group of photos (“bulk upload”). In both cases metadata can be attached by the 
photographer to each upload. 
 
Option to select a “license” that describes contract terms from the perspective of a 
photographer (current placeholder for one or multiple licenses called “test”). The 
demonstrator assumes that the “license” can be checked and reviewed via a link (currently 
simply goes to Google home page). The demo assumes there is an option to read the 
license before signing it. 
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Figure 7: “Upload Photo” Feature 

 
Feature: Bulk Photo Upload 
 
Current version: 
 

● Needed for “assignment” related photo series and general efficiency 
● Operated by using Ctrl+click or Shift+click 
● Manually enter metadata for each one to “submit” each photo one-by-one 

 
 
Feature: Select license 
 
Current version: 
 

● Mock-up with one sample license 
● Idea is to enable several licenses and options to read/understand/agree to that 

license 
● Long-term licenses will include “free” license like Creative Commons/CC 

 
Description: 
 
The underlying idea is that there can be multiple license models added here, ranging from 
Creative Commons licenses to individual licenses by larger user organizations.  It should be 
noted that the “Upload a photo” screen is currently simplified for the purpose of testing. 
Because there is a database storage option the number of mandatory or optional metadata 
fields can be extended or adapted to different demands. 
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Feature: About (user profile) 
 
Current version: 
 

● Duration of membership 
● Registered email 
● Username 
● Wallet code 
● Reputation 
● Current balance 

 
Description: 
 
The “About” section is the most visible difference to other platforms which do not use 
Blockchain technologies. This identity section includes a wallet, which features payment 
features for digital currencies and can be connected to a pay-out system. 
 
Feature: See my current balance in BLO 
 
Current version: 
 

● Change my Mnemonic phrase* into a new one (phrase to enter) 
 
● Receive or send tokens by entering address/amount (this technically enables the 

photographer to send X BLOs to another digital wallet the he/she might own or to 
other contacts with a digital wallet code that has to be entered) 
 

● Ask for Pay-out (notice: not yet implemented) 
 
*The term “mnemonic phrase” is a security feature of crypto wallets. “A seed phrase, seed 
recovery phrase or backup seed phrase is a list of words which store all the information 
needed to recover Bitcoin funds on-chain. Wallet software will typically generate a seed phrase 
and instruct the user to write it down on paper. If the user's computer breaks or their hard 
drive becomes corrupted, they can download the same wallet software again and use the 
paper backup to get their bitcoins back”, see: Bitcoin Wiki, Retrieved: February 18, 2020. URL: 
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Seed_phrase 
 
Description: 
 
This is the implementation of a complete digital wallet, serving as the account and ledger as 
well as a means of receiving or sending money. There is a connection to the other use cases 
of Bloomen here, though the implementation of the wallet for Bloomen photo mainly 
supports this specific use case. 
 

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Storing_bitcoins
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Transaction
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Seed_phrase
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Figure 8: “See My Balance” Feature 

 
Feature: See my verification details 
 
Current version: 
 

 Is my account approved? 
 Photographers registration details and IDs 

 
 
Description: 
 
Verification of users is important, but it will most likely be done with an external service. The 
key aspect is to initiate a “chain of trust”. Initial verification and signing of certain 
contractual obligations are the starting points for potential long-term collaboration, with 
benefits for both parties. In its current version this particular feature is implemented only as 
a placeholder for a fully functional version. The project expects to use a similar solution 
available in the market, e.g. what is used for onboarding of new mobile phone users with 
online services. 
 
Feature: see my transactions 
 
Current version: 
 

● Date 
● Transaction link to Alastria to see detailed Blockchain data 
● Photo 
● Receiver 
● Price 
● Type 
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Description: 
 
These data elements show the account’s history: which photos were sold, when, to whom 
and at what price. The data collected can later be used to create per-user and per-platform 
statistics. Further, the “transactions” module can be used for receipts and financial 
reporting, either on behalf of the user or - much later - for the platform as a whole. 
 
As a special link, it is possible to view the blockchain transaction data, which is stored on the 
Alastria platform. In user tests, the existence of this link and the possibility of seeing the 
data which is being stored in the blockchain was welcomed by the majority of testers. Most 
found it positive to actually “see” the Blockchain in action. 
 
Feature: Annotate photos 
 
Current version: 
 

● Automatic data upload: The demonstrator provides a number of ways to add 
metadata to the photos. One is by automatic upload. This is demonstrated by 
uploading the Exif data of every picture and displaying the information per picture. 
 

● Add new tags: Further, keywords for a photo can be added by both photographers 
and editors, without dependence on each other. This means that the photo metadata 
can be maintained and optimized by both groups. 
 

● Drag & drop annotation in photo: An innovative feature is the option to add an 
annotation in the picture. This works by drag and drop. Users can select an area on a 
photo and “save my annotation text for this area” (or “cancel”). 

 
 
Description: 
 
The existence of rich metadata is of key importance for the usability of any photo platform. 
Without such information, many pictures become more or less useless for the purpose of 
news reporting. The added risk of liability and copyright conflicts results in very strict rules 
for photo editors, e.g. at DW usage of photo platforms with general “creative common” 
licenses is forbidden, based on the experience that the license status of many photos can 
not be reliably cleared. 
 
Another issue, described by photo editors as a big problem, is the current process of 
sending/receiving photos. Many mail systems have limits when it comes to the size of 
photos or attachments. Google Mail, for example, has a limit of 25 MB. Just one high-
resolution photo can exceed this level, so a series of photos is an issue. One option is to use 
internet platforms like WeTransfer, DropSend or TransferBigFiles which allow for the transfer 
of Gigabytes. The problem is that the metadata of a picture, a clear description, names of 
people seen in the picture, etc. are then missing. 
 
This is why the variety of Bloomen Photo annotation options has been rated very positively 
in tests so far. Another key aspect by design is that both the photographer and the photo 
editor can edit, add or change tags and other descriptive information for each picture. 
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The in-picture annotation option, shown below, should be seen as an innovative feature. 
Specifically, when there are people shown in a picture the option to annotate is a very 
important feature of Bloomen Photo. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Photo Annotation Feature 

 

3.3.3 Description of Publisher Features 

 
This chapter summarises the key features that are available to Photo Editors in the 
“Publisher” side of the Bloomen Photo interface. 
 
Feature: Browse, check and purchase photos that have been uploaded 
 
This is a key feature and the most important view for photo editors of Bloomen Photo: The 
option to browse or search through photos which have been uploaded and select some of 
them for direct purchase. Photo editors can check a photo, leading to marking with a green 
tick (pre-selection help). 
 
Current version: 
 

● Editor can see for each photo after clicking to get the detail view: 
o Price (asked by photographer) 
o Username of photographer 
o Photographer’s reputation 
o Tags (keywords) 
o Location (longitude and latitude) – if entered by photographer 
o Rights location (e.g. Europe) and time – if entered by photographer 
o Dimensions (size of the photo) 
o Exif metadata set (automatic) 
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● Editor can see in the “My Transactions” table next to the image: 
o Date uploaded 
o Transaction link to Alastria 
o Username 
o Price in (BLO) 
o Type: Upload 

 
● Option to purchase a photo by clicking on “purchase for X BLO” button 

o Shows enlarged image with price 
o Obligatory to tick box “I agree to license” 

(= license photographer provided, but the license as such is not shown, i.e. the 
publisher does not know which conditions were set) 

 
Description: 
 
These connected features for buying photos are the most important for the current 
demonstrator, as they are based on underlying Blockchain elements and on a general aim 
for an easy workflow in photo exchange. 
 
It must be noted that some of the finer details still need to be further refined; the 
demonstrator works with placeholders. A good example is the license selection, which is 
currently in a very basic form and which could be developed to enhanced versions in future 
development cycles. 
 
The use case partners are currently discussing how a selection process for the license to be 
accepted by both parties could be implemented. For the time being, we assume that editors 
will potentially tell photographers which is the preferred or possible license for a photo 
assignment or even a single photo purchase. 
 
Feature: Verify contributors 
 
Current version: 
 

● Editor can see list of photographers in need of being verified 
 

● Verification means that, beyond the claims of anyone being registered, there is a 
process to verify the identity and set general legal terms 
 

● Photographers can be invited by editors 
 

● Photographers can actively apply to be listed 
 

● Long-term: Assumption is that a 3rd party module or process will be used for this, not 
a self-developed verification module*. 

 
*There are by now a number of identification services, which take care of such a process. 
Users need an official ID or passport and a smartphone. Just one example would be: ID 
Now. 
https://www.idnow.io/products/idnow-autoident/demo/ 
 

https://www.idnow.io/products/idnow-autoident/demo/
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Description: 
 
Verification of the photographers is an important onboarding step. The key function is to 
start with a process of building trust. Another important aspect is to communicate basic 
legal terms to all parties involved. For example: Photographers must ensure that the photos 
being offered through Bloomen photo have been created by the photographer her/himself 
and that she/he has the legal right to sell these photos to DW and other international 
broadcasters. 
 
On the other side, and this is important: The total number of photographers will presumably 
always be in the low 100s, and never in the 1000s of registered users. This means that, aside 
from this step, there will be some knowledge about who is who. In any case, the 
photographers registered will be known not only through Bloomen Photo, but other channels 
of contact, too. 
 
Feature: See my transactions 
 
Current version: 
 

 Date 

 Transaction link to Alastria 
 Photo 

 Receiver 
 Price 

 Type 
 
Description: 
 
This set of features allows for monitoring and keeping an overview of purchases for photos, 
including information regarding the information stored in the Blockchain. 
 
This specific feature is highly relevant in the long run: When, for example, five years after the 
purchase of a photo, there are questions or disputes over usage, the information regarding 
the purchase must be retrievable and trustable. 
 
The image below shows the link to “My transactions” and how each transaction is again 
linked to Blockchain hashes stored on the Alastria testbed. 
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Figure 10: “My Transactions” Feature with Link to Alastria Data 

 
 
Feature: Manage my profile/account 
 
Current version: 

● See my current balance in BLO 
 

● Change my Mnemonic phrase 
 

● Receive or send tokens by entering address/amount (this technically enables the 
publisher to send X BLOs to another digital wallet the organization might own or to 
make bonus and dynamic payments to photographers by entering their digital wallet 
code) 
 

● Ask for pay-out 
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Description: 
A clear option to pay out tokens or coins is very important for user acceptance. 
 
 
Feature: Invitations 
 
Current version: 
 

● Table showing 
○ Email of invited staff 
○ Who invited which member of staff 
○ Status: accepted or pending 

 
Description: 
 
This is a part of extended user management, and part of the profile/account: The option to 
invite other users from the same organisation (e.g. DW). It was discussed to extend this 
functionality towards contributors, enabling active invites to use the platform. This option 
would of course have a positive effect, connecting the right people to the platform. 
 
Annotate photos 
 
Current version: 
 

● The annotation features described under h) are the same for photographers and 
publishers. 
 

Description: 
 
The fact that annotation for a photo can be done by both the photographer and the photo 
editor was greeted very positively by the editors. The problem of missing data or metadata 
for photos, resulting in not being able to use photos at all has been described several times 
in evaluations. Without structured technical support, metadata is quickly not existent or 
connected to creative work. 
 

3.3.4 The New Assignment Concept 

 
The strategy for Bloomen Photo in terms of sustainable development puts emphasis on a 
feature/workflow described as “Assignments”. This approach could open a market niche for 
Bloomen Photo, in order to enter the market. It should be noted that this feature is only 
realized as a detailed feature mock-up. 
 
An assignment is defined as a single project or photo production, where a stack of photos 
about a defined topic is produced with high-quality metadata and tags for storage. 
Assignments are a way to better cover daily life topics such as politics, education, business 
or infrastructure. One photographer produces a set of previously described pictures about a 
topic. Based on ongoing evaluation meetings with photo editors and exchange with 
photographers we found considerable market demand, which is currently not met by any of 
the existing offerings. 
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Because of the time pressure present in breaking news publishing, media outlets often 
resort to “as if” or “example” pictures, often from stock photography services. This approach 
degrades the perceived quality of the reporting. While Bloomen Photo focuses on African 
photo topics, similar situations have been reported for a number of other world regions. 
Scalable and blockchain-enabled assignments could be a solution to this challenge. 
 
What is missing are pictures suitable for news media coverage from daily life and in many 
cases specific photos from a country - e.g. showing the current main politicians, the schools, 
the markets, the business. 
 
The standard example we use to describe an assignment would be a photo series of leading 
politicians in Kenya before an election. It is important to be specific, as these are the photos 
of value, as shown in the assignment example form below. 
 

 Current situation: The photos of the politicians via current sources would, in many 
cases, be too old or would be photographed not from an African perspective, but 
when a politician spoke at a western conference. This is, of course, bad reporting – 
articles using dated and out-of-touch images show a distance of the medium to the 
region. 

 
 Ideal situation: Being able to “assign” one photographer to take a set of photos, 

enabling rich visual reporting when the election (or another event) unfolds. Another 
benefit of this approach is that a stack of photos produced this way will be 
remembered and will be re-used multiple times. 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Example Assignment 
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This is based on the finding that media companies like DW often do not have access to 
enough recent photos from many everyday situations in Africa. The shortage is even more 
pressing when documentation is needed for specific countries in the continent. It seems that 
there is no scarcity of photos when looking at what is available e.g. on large wire services 
like Reuters, Getty or AFP. There is no scarcity of photos, as digital platforms enable access 
to millions of copies. Stock photography sites are on the other end of the spectrum. 
 
The assignment feature is currently seen as a potential key feature towards sustainability. 
This is because both photo editors and photographers would benefit from a platform 
enabling this. Photo editors could commission the photos they need directly and 
photographers would then be attracted to sign up and verify on Bloomen Photo because the 
platform provides paid work. 
 
In this scenario, Blockchain features are used for a number of important reasons: Reliable 
and trustable identification, tagging and tracing of uploaded media items over time, long-
term connections to licenses and usage rights. Future features (only partially worked on in 
Bloomen) could include usage statistics over time. 
 
This gap in the current photo offering was uncovered through contacts with photo editors 
accustomed to the daily search for the right picture. A key piece of feedback was that 
photos for some regions and topics are hard to come by. This is why we will focus on 
developing a demonstrator of an app connecting photo editors to photographers from such 
regions, specifically Africa and Asia. 
 

 

 

Figure 12: Concept for the Assignment Workflow 
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Figure 13: Assignment Feature Mock-Up for Bloomen Photo 
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4 Evaluation Approach and Methodologies 

This chapter outlines the three evaluation phases for Bloomen Photo and respective 
approaches. Further, it describes test user groups and stakeholders applicable for the 
evaluation programme in phase 2 and details the evaluation methodologies used. 
 

4.1 Evaluation Phases and Approaches 

The Bloomen Photo use case involves three evaluation phases, which broadly correspond 
with respective prototype versions and reporting deliverables. Phase 1 and 2 have been 
completed. This deliverable D5.4 focuses on Phase 2 and respective results. 
 
Phase 1 First prototype version  D5.3 – M24 
Phase 2 Second prototype version  D5.4 – M30 
Phase 3 Third prototype version  D5.7 – M36 
 
The first evaluation phase involved direct users and focused on obtaining initial feedback, 
practical information about the DW photo workflow and the pain points of photo editors. In 
comparison, the second phase covered key business assumptions and the current features 
of the demonstrator. Having a much more refined version of the Bloomen Photo 
demonstrator, the second phase significantly widened the group of testers and applied a 
more comprehensive testing methodology (see chapters 4.2 and 4.3). 
 

4.1.1 Evaluation Phase 1 

 
The subject of the evaluation in Phase 1 was the first version of the Bloomen Photo 
demonstrator, which was exposed to a small, but directly affected user group at DW: senior 
news photo editors and a strategic technology manager. An initial 1:1 presentation with a 
guided tour was followed up by a short survey. Both methods delivered encouraging results, 
and – most importantly - the relevant information for the next development phase. At this 
early stage, the questions focused on the validation of practical assumptions related to DW’s 
core photo workflow, key business assumptions, and an analysis of key challenges and pain 
points as seen by the most direct user group (photo editors). Survey questions included 
workflow-related topics, for example: 
 

 Volume of photos selected per month, 

 Origin source of photos, 
 Number of photos used in news publication per month. 

 
In addition, after showing the Bloomen Photo application, users were asked for their 
thoughts on key aspects of the application and a review of the most interesting features. 
Further, they were asked to elaborate on key challenges in the photo selection process, as 
well as to define specific “pain points” in the current workflow. The validation in phase 1 also 
re-confirmed that Blockchain is currently not used in the photo process and the limited 
knowledge users have about this technology. 
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This first phase of research confirmed the initial assumptions, e.g. few editors deal with 
large volumes of photos per month (more than 5000), most photos are sourced from one 
key source (news agencies) and the volume of published photos is very high (over 700 on 
high-volume news days). 
 
In addition to these workflow related issues, a key pain point became apparent:  DW 
specifically needs more photo sources, beyond photo agencies and news wires, related to 
the region of Africa. For news reports about Africa, there is a lack of photos and sources to 
illustrate key developments and people. One of the key pain points is to find the right picture 
that adequately represents a news event in a specific continent, such as Africa. Similar 
demand is the case in case of conflicts, elections, protests and so on. 
 
As a result of the above finding, the DW use case was more strongly focused on this specific 
issue: sourcing additional photos from Africa in order to improve visual journalism related 
to this region and African news events. The findings also led to an emphasis on photo 
workflow simplification. 
 

4.1.2 Evaluation Phase 2 

 
For the evaluation programme in phase 2 with 26 test users, DW developed a dedicated 
methodology, which consisted of two main instruments: 
 

1. A qualitative user and stakeholder evaluation with a group of 26 carefully selected 
members, using methods such as in-depth interviews, one-to-one test sessions with 
observation and online questionnaires (see chapter 4.2 and 4.3 for details). 
 

2. An expert testing programme related to the evolving software application, conducted 
by DW’s Bloomen Team/Innovation Managers. 

 
The above programme helped Bloomen Photo to evolve across several releases to the 
current version described in this document. Each new release was informed by learnings 
derived from user testing and expert review activities. Specific results, suggestions for 
improvement, and business learnings from these tests have been fed to the use case 
technology partner ATC on a regular basis. 

 

4.1.3 Evaluation Phase 3 

 
Although this report is titled “final pilot report”, there will be some further iterative testing 
and development in the final evaluation phase leading up to the end of the project. 
 
More importantly, based on the existing feedback, evaluation phase 3 will focus on 
refinement towards a potentially sustainable application and business model for Bloomen 
Photo in the context of exploitation work and a Minimal Viable Product. 
 
The goal is to combine and summarise the findings, feedback and insights collected through 
the process so far to further extend and polish the workflow features towards assignments. 
This will inform a business plan, aiming to answer the question of what investment would be 
needed to let Bloomen Photo mature into a fully usable workflow platform. 
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4.2 Test User Profiles 

The different groups of DW testers described in this chapter have been chosen for the 
following reasons: 
 

 Extending the range of feedback, also including indirectly affected key users in the 

organisation beyond photo editors, e.g. technology and administrative managers. 
 

 Re-visiting the direct users, e.g. photo editors from Phase 1 with an updated version 

of Bloomen Photo 

 
 

 Involving other important DW stakeholder groups for a more diverse set of opinions 
from those who are guiding decision-making and impact. 

 
 

 Including the first set of external photographers, based on encouraging results from 
photo editors (the publisher and application-owner perspective). 

 
 

The evaluation programme entailed direct and indirect user groups. The terms “direct” and 
“indirect” were defined by the level of interaction with Bloomen Photo. For example, a human 
resources manager would be using Bloomen Photo indirectly, but nonetheless, the quality 
and productivity of the contracting and photo acquisition process would be very important to 
them. 
 
The set-up of the different stakeholder groups was guided by prior research to find the most 
relevant aspects for the development of the demonstrator. The goal was to understand the 
details of the workflow and identify current shortcomings and actual “pains”. Another aim 
was to consider as many aspects as possible in order to create a sustainable, innovative, 
and attractive photo application. Only when the needs and, specifically, the “pains” of current 
workflows are properly addressed, there is a chance for something new that is also 
sustainable. 
 
Actual Blockchain technology is not considered to be a driver for adoption. Instead, it is 
assumed that Blockchain should just work, facilitate and integrate features – even when 
some features are not fully understood by some stakeholders. 
 
Finally, a guiding part of the pilot design was that any platform can add features over time, 
but only if the starting version is successful. We, therefore, looked for the key features, 
based on the methodology of defining an MVP (Minimum Viable Product). 
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4.2.1 Test User Groups 

The tables below summarise the different test groups involved in phase 2, in relation to 
original plans made in D5.3 (Phase 1). In phase 2, one group, semi-professional external 
creators, was not considered relevant anymore due to a change in the business focus of the 
app. 
 

Original description Sub-groups Tested? 

Picture editors 
Technology/administration managers 

Picture editor 
Financial staff 

Yes 

External Photographer 
Correspondent 

Yes 

Key internal stakeholders Journalist/editor 
Graphic/visual staff 

Yes 

Semi-professional creators 
 

Citizen journalist 
User generated 
Content provider 

No 

 

The 26 testers for phase 2 belong to three groups, according to their affiliation and role. 
Evaluation methods were chosen according to the type of respondent. 
 

DW Category 1 
Directly affected 
user groups 

 Picture editing (2) 

 Technology strategy (4) 

 Administration: HR, Contracting and Finance (4) 
 International Journalism Training and Media Development (3) 

DW Category 2   
Indirectly affected 
key stakeholders 

● General News Journalism (1) 
● Investigative Journalism (1) 
● Innovation Management (2) 
● Tool and Product Development (2) 
● Visual Content Management (1) 
●  IPR/Legal Content (1) 
● Policy and Corporate Guidelines (1) 
● General Management (1) 

External 
Photographers 

● African freelance photographers (3) 

 
Figure 14: Test User Groups and Stakeholders 

Due to the continued low awareness and understanding of Blockchain, it was decided to 
extend the variety of internal DW testers in this phase, rather than also approaching media 
professionals outside DW. 
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4.2.2 User and Stakeholder Descriptions 

 

This chapter further describes the different types of users and stakeholders participating in 
the evaluation in phase 2 (Photo Editors, External Photographers, Direct Stakeholders and 
General Stakeholders). 
 

Photo Editors in Publishing Organisations (DW) 

 
Photo editors are the key user group. In case a number of photo editors would start to define 
and publish photo assignments, these actions would kick-start action and collaboration by 
photographers. Usage of the application by photographers is likely to be dependent on 
assignments being offered by publishers (photo editors). Bloomen Photo is designed for 
fast onboarding and quick exchange of verification, licenses and photo uploads. 
 
In the context of Bloomen Photo, a photo editor/publisher is a journalist with the specific 
task to select the right photos for news reporting. Usually this is done under considerable 
time pressure, specifically in “breaking news”. Editors usually have access to a number of 
photo wires, the dominant offerings are from Reuters, Picture Alliance, Getty and/or AFP 
(Agence France Press). The editors have to find a good photo adding visual aspects to an 
article or report. The usual time frame to find and select a photo is four to five minutes. 
 
According to the head of the photo team at DW, on some days, three to four photo editors 
have to find and make available up to 700 images. The average number of images used by 
DW per month is around 5000 and up.  Only in cases when there is no “fitting” picture for an 
article, photo editors will choose a “sample picture” where visuals are shown which are 
mentioned in the article, but not actually displayed in the photo (e.g. a different country, a 
scene resembling the described items in the story from a stock photography site, etc.) This 
situation often occurs when the reported topic is abstract and when there is no specific 
picture showin” what is reported (climate change, green technology or education are 
examples for often difficult visual topics). 
 
A rule applied in DW for breaking news articles is that they must not be published without a 
picture. Text-only news items are generally noticed less, both on the website and across 
social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat or Instagram. 
 
External Photographers 
 
A photographer is any participant using the upload side of Bloomen Photo. Based on 
multiple exchanges with DW photo editors these creators do not have to be fully 
professional photographers. But they must be trained, be able to show past work and need 
to have an understanding of what makes good news photos. 
 
Additionally, a big emphasis is on reliability, diligence, and willingness to provide key 
metadata, in order to make the work productive. In the onboarding process, agreements, and 
documents have to be signed by the photographer. For example, that photos uploaded by 
the creators and sold to DW or other news organisations have been created and are solely 
owned by the photographer. 
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The goal of Bloomen Photo for creators is to build up a trusted and experienced community 
of news photographers, across as many countries as possible, like in Africa, Asia, South 
America and parts of Eastern Europe. 

 
Direct Stakeholders in Publishing Organisations (DW) 
 
Beyond the above groups, there are a number of other directly relevant stakeholders in 
publishing organisations and specifically within DW: 
 

 Finance departments, which need to ensure that transactions for photos are done in 
accordance with payment rules, transaction costs and in line with national tax laws. 
 

 Human Resources departments, which need to ensure that a working relation, 
contracting and payment is set-up which can be monitored. 
 

 Regulation and law specialists who are consulting both finance and HR colleagues 
on the set-up of contracts with creators such as photographers. 
 

 Non-journalism photo users, such as, in the case of DW, project managers from 
international media training efforts, managers and communicators of NGOs in need 
of photos for reports and other publishing. 
 

General Stakeholders in Publishing Organisations (DW) 
 
Finally, the evaluation programme targeted other roles in the DW organisation in order to 
obtain this important wider feedback. These types of respondents play an important part in 
shaping opinion and impact, especially in relation to new types of tools and solutions 
developed with a view to be used in the organisation. They range from different types of 
journalists to innovation managers and tool developers, visual and legal content specialists 
or corporate policy and management staff. 
 

4.2.3 User and Stakeholder Recruitment 

 
For the evaluation programme in phase 2, DW recruited two types of user groups: internal 
colleagues from DW and the first external photographers from Africa. 
 
DW user recruitment 
 
It could be assumed that it is an easy task to recruit co-workers for an in-depth interview or 
1:1 evaluation session. However, in a large organisation with over 3000 employees and 
respective hierarchy levels, it is actually a time consuming and somewhat difficult tasks to 
recruit the right set of people. Reasons are that co-workers have a lack of time to spare for a 
longer meeting or regard the subject matter as low-priority or too difficult to understand. The 
DW Bloomen team has used a variety of recruitment techniques, depending on the type of 
target in the organisation. These included: email invitations with reminders, personal 
discussions or explanations and formal approaches via the respective heads of 
departments. This approach resulted in the right mix of internal test users and respondents, 
representing those directly affected by Bloomen Photo and other relevant key stakeholders 
(see the definition of user groups above). 
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Photographer user recruitment 
 
Another important aspect of the Bloomen Photo evaluation is to obtain feedback from the 
photographer side. Finding enough contacts related to photographers from Africa was a 
challenge, but the problem was solved through a meeting at the Global Media Forum in 
2019. The DW Bloomen team met with representatives of the initiative 'Everyday Projects' 
who exhibited in Bonn, at the site of Deutsche Welle. This organisation aims to show key 
world regions from an everyday perspective. The website of the project for “Everyday Africa” 
provides multiple contacts to professional photographers from many countries in Africa. 
The project has created an extended resource for contacts, the “African Photojournalism 
Database” (www.APJD.org), which is maintained in partnership with World Press Photo. 
Based on this recruitment approach, DW has been able to start evaluations with 
photographers in Africa during phase 2. 
 

4.3 Evaluation Methodologies 

The evaluation programme for Bloomen Photo in Phase 2 entailed the following 
methodologies, which are described in more detail in this chapter: 
 

 Expert testing 

 In-depth interviews 
 Blockchain technology and business introduction 

 One-to-one observation session 
 Online questionnaire. 

 

4.3.1 Expert Testing 

 
The Bloomen Photo application has been expert tested by Bloomen Team members from 
DW on an iterative basis. This involved reviewing new versions of the app, testing specific 
functions and features and collecting respective feedback. The focus was on the detection 
of bugs and obvious shortcomings or misunderstandings. The aim was to improve the 
quality of the demonstrator application prior to user tests. 
 
The expert testing programme by DW also involved the creation, provision, and technical 
upload of test photos into Bloomen Photo. The extensive set of test single photos and sets 
of photo series is copyright-cleared and is ensured to not have unknown exif-metadata. 
 
Feedback was collected in collaborative Google Sheets or Emails and was readily available 
to the developers at technology partner ATC (typical examples of which are shown below). In 
addition, teams from DW and ATC conducted weekly developer teleconferences in order 
discuss feedback, issues, and required changes. 
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Figure 15: Feedback Collection by DW for Technology Partner ATC 

 

4.3.2 Blockchain Introduction 

 
Due to the fact that direct Bloomen Photo users and other important internal stakeholders 
have very little knowledge of Blockchain technology, its uses beyond crypto currency and 
related business concepts it was essential to educate testers prior to asking their feedback. 
This is a learning that has been made by DW at an early stage of the Bloomen project. With 
the Blockchain hype clearly receding, both knowledge and interest around this topic outside 
specialist circles have further reduced. 
 
In order to explain key facts and uses of Blockchain and raise general levels of interest into 
related applications, DW produced two types of introductory presentations that were shown 
to participants. 
 
The first presentation summarised how Blockchain technology works, how the new 
technology can be generally used (industry cases), specific application in the media industry 
and current examples, including an outline of Bloomen Photo. 
 
The second presentation summarised key business concepts related to asset management 
in Bloomen Photo, relevant photo editor workflows, the assignment feature and other 
functions of the app. 
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Figure 16: Presentation 1 on Blockchain Technology, Use Cases and Media Examples 

 

 
 

Figure 17: Presentation 2 on Bloomen Photo Assets, Editor Workflows and Features 
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4.3.3 In-depth Interviews 

 
Not all those who evaluated Bloomen Photos were direct end-users, but rather other 
selected stakeholders in the organisation. For this test group, it was more suitable to 
discuss Bloomen Photo and obtain feedback via in-depth interviews. These interviews 
entailed introductory information, a demonstration of the app and a set of guide 
topics/questions for the discussion. They were conducted by members of the DW Bloomen 
team, usually applying to more senior technology, administration or journalism staff. 
 

4.3.4 One-to-One Observation Sessions 

 
DW designed qualitative, observational user tests, which were conducted in one-to-one 
sessions, each with a duration of approximately 90 Minutes. Key methods used were the 
“Think Aloud Protocol”, where the observer noted down any comments made by the test 
user. 
 
The session involved a live version of the Bloomen Photo demonstrator, both from the 
perspective of a Publisher and Photographer. There was no distinction made as to who 
could see either side of the application, based on the assumption that transparency would 
lead to clearer test results. Testers were guided to use key areas in the app and conduct 
core tasks. 

Tests were conducted in the following steps: 

1. Overview of the test objective and run-down, which included a quick introduction to 
the live Bloomen Photo application in the browser of the test computer. 
 

2. 15-minute introductory presentation for non-experts, which explained Blockchain 
technology and characteristics, general use cases in the market, use of Blockchain in 
the media industry and the concept of the DW Photo Use Case and App. This was an 
essential part of the test due to the general lack of understanding of Blockchain 
technology and related business concepts. 
 

3. Use of Bloomen Photo across features and functions, with the observer explaining 
future visions for functions available in a basic format. Conducting specific test 
tasks. 
 

4. Explanation of the planned Assignment Feature based on a real-life detailed 
Assignment plan and related mock-up image. 
 

5. Feedback collection on key hypotheses and key Likes or Dislikes. 
 

6. Online Likert-Questionnaire completed independently by testers after completion of 
the one-to-one session. 
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4.3.5 Online-Questionnaire 

 
DW developed two types of online questionnaires: One for Publisher users and one for 
Photographer users. Questions related to the following main sections: 
 

1. Information about the Tester (optional) 
2. Four Key Business Hypotheses 
3. App Features 
4. Likes/Dislikes 
5. Suggestions for Improvements. 

 
For this survey, DW deployed a GDPR compliant tool where generated data fro is stored in 
Europe. Further, providing personal information was optional for all users. 
 
The questionnaire was based on Likert-Scales, multiple choice options as well as open 
questions. Two example sections from the publisher questionnaire are shown below. 
 

 
Figure 18: Example Sections – Online Questionnaire (Publisher Version) 
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5 Presentation of Results 

This chapter summarises results in phase 2 across all components of the evaluation 
programme, grouped into key outcomes: 
 

 Validation of the overall business value of Bloomen Photo 

 Feedback on the range of features offered 
 Advantages and benefits associated with the application 

 Shortcomings and barriers to usage 
 Suggested improvement and additions 

 Feedback from administrative stakeholders 
 Photographer motivation 

 

5.1 Business Value 

Based on questionnaire results, the initial four “killer” hypotheses were all confirmed with 
strong agreement levels. These are key business assumptions for Bloomen Photo, which – if 
not validated – would “kill” any further product development activities. Agreement is 
described by answers where testers either “strongly agreed” or “agreed” with the hypothesis. 
 

 With Bloomen Photo, DW can simplify its current IPR and copyright management 
workflows with regard to photo acquisition from external sources / contributors. 
 

 With Bloomen Photo, DW has an opportunity to obtain pictures that are currently 
missing for language services and special news events. 
 

 With Bloomen Photo, DW has the opportunity to improve visual journalism by being 
able to obtain more and better quality or unique pictures - due to direct and fair 
relationships with international photographers. 
 

 With Bloomen Photo, DW can make better and new digital media offerings or 
products, due to the capability to launch dedicated assignments and obtain a series 
of photos for picture galleries, specials or news event reporting. 
 

 
Figure 19: Strong Agreement to Key Business Hypotheses 

Another important aspect for the perceived business value of Bloomen Photo is whether test 
users would recommend the application. In this case, the results fully align, as all 
respondents would recommend the application to colleagues. 
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Figure 20: Recommendation of Bloomen Photo to Colleagues 

 
The above results are matched by overall encouraging feedback from diverse test users and 
stakeholders, which is highlighted by the following end user comments: 
 

 Picture Editor 1: “If fully developed, this platform would solve a long-term issue with 
sourcing photos from Africa, which can so far not be solved by adding more photo 
wires. An open question though is whether photographers from there will be willing 
to work with it.” 
 

 Picture Editors 2: “Bloomen Photo takes a lot of little things into account which 
would help to speed up work and create a pool of collaborators.“ 

 Photographer (Nigeria): “If this would work, it would change everything”. 

 Photographer (South Africa): “Timely payment is an issue when working with media 
in the West, many colleagues do not have a PayPal account, or the countries have 
restrictions on the flow of money from outside”. 

 
 News Journalist: “There is an Africa item in DW television output once per day, but 

few pictures. Often repeats. The key about Bloomen Photo is the timing factor to get 
a local picture, especially after a breaking news events in order to continue with 
visual background reporting”. 

 Investigative Journalist: “This looks very good – great that you have got already so 
far with this application!”. 

 Innovation Manager: “This app has a clear design and pleasing user interface!” 

 Tool and Product Developer: “This is a very advanced demonstrator. I had doubts 
about the use of Blockchain for this purpose, but these doubts have been very much 
diffused by this user testing session.” 

 Visual Content Manager: “Great and promising idea. New transparency and good 
chance for micropayments”. 

 Innovation Manger, IPR & Legal: “I think this is excellent! Anything that increases fair 
payment without picture agency intermediaries is an improvement.” 
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5.2 Features of Bloomen Photo 

Via the questionnaire, respondents rated the diverse set of features offered by Bloomen 
Photo to both publishers (photo editors) and photographers. 
 
Most features, were rated by the majority rated as “very important” or “important”. Three 
features also attracted a less enthusiastic response, with some respondents being 
“undecided”. These are “mark photos”, “manage balance” and “link to Alastria”. 

 
Figure 21: Features for Publishers and Photographers 

Further, responses from publishers were also able to rate those features only concerning 
their side of the application. Most features, were once again regarded by the as “very 
important” or “important”. The feature “option to pay a bonus” was met with more 
reservation. 
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Figure 22: Specific Features for Publishers 

 
Results regarding the new Assignment Concept were encouraging. This envisioned feature 
was presented as a detailed mock-up in terms of application workflow and business 
concept. Every participant was walked through the features for a deeper understanding. 
 
The set of sub-features related to this Assignment-Concept were rated as either “very 
important” or “important” by most respondents. 

 
Figure 23: Assignment – Options to Assign Projects 

The comments collected in relation to this feature also underline the above result. They 
point to advantages and benefits for both user types of Bloomen Photo. 
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 “The Assignment Feature is useful when picture editors already know the style of a 
photographer member in the app and can contract assignments on that basis to 
match editorial work and planning. “ 

 “The Assignment Feature enables Photographers to create specific photos as 
needed with clear instructions.” 

 “The Assignment Feature enables photographers to get only those (costly) 
accreditations at events that are really needed for this assignment.” 

 “The Assignment Feature allows photographers to calculate their cost for completing 
the assignment (travel, accreditations or equipment) and set the price accordingly. “ 

 
 “It is also an interesting result (and feedback) to the publisher if none of the local 

photographer answer a certain assignment.” 
 
 

5.3 Advantages and Benefits 

Testers made many qualitative comments regarding their “Likes”, advantages and business 
benefits of Bloomen Photo, which are listed below: 

 “The app has a pleasant look & feel, it looks simple and easy to use (not cluttered 
with functions), with clear functions and overviews (this kind of feedback was given 
by most testers in this group).” 

 “Photographers, who are contracted via Bloomen Photo at short notice for an 
assignment regarding a recent breaking news event would be sure to receive 
imminent payment. Therefore, they might be more willing to conduct ad-hoc photo 
shoots without any pre-payment, which benefits DW as a publisher.” 

 “For breaking news events that can be somewhat predicted by picture editors before 
they happen (e.g. the outbreak of a volcano) or events within “ongoing” stories (e.g. 
Hongkong Protests) the timing aspect is key. The quick and simple process that 
seems possible with this app would be of great advantage for both single photos and 
assignments.” 

 “In the area of television production, the app could provide specific portrait pictures 
of people which are needed when live-TV connections technically fail and still image 
are required for a broadcasted Skype Call.” 

 “For both online and social media channels it might increase the level of accurate 
and quality pictures, which would lead to more click-throughs and hence overall 
higher audience reach for DW.” 

 “More choice of photos related to breaking news events, especially that can be 
predicted to possibly happen soon.” 

 “Easily obtaining specific portrait photos for live-TV interviews via skype connection 
with a well-known local person of public interest (politicians, activists, etc.). This is 
required when the standard-live-video connection technically fails.” 
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 “A choice of pictures that differs from what is offered by other (competitive) news 
media organisations.” 

 “More, higher quality and more accurate pictures that can be used for DW’s Social 
Media channels, which will lead to more users clicking through to a DW article and 
therefore higher DW reach.” 

 “Reduction of repeat images on DW’s online services.” 

 “It would be possible to directly search for and contract specifically necessary 
images during the journalistic planning process. This might lead to overall better and 
more coherent visual-text output.” 

 “Better and easier access to images - especially with regard to clear usage rights - 
will improve journalism on three sides: for publisher, photographer and user.” 
 

 “As resources for international correspondents and professional photographers in 
many regions/countries are limited, this app can make a real difference as the 
picture quality and timing matters, not who took them.” 
 

 “DW has good opportunities to recruit photographers for this app through its 
academy activities (students, workshops abroad and mobile journalism seminars) 
and also its language services where journalists have contacts in the respective 
countries.” 
 

 “A key benefit seems not only the increased choice, but also that photos are more 
unique than from general traditional DW sources.” 
 

 “Getting local photos from important world regions, also with the additional value of 
the local perspective of the photographer.” 
 

 “The application fits perfectly the aim to report from world regions for these regions.” 
 

 This app democratises the view of the photographer as local photographers with 
their own view can supply photos (rather than “western” journalists or 
photographers). This “decolonises” visual journalism and also has a cultural effect. 
 

 “I like the almost real-time aspect of Bloomen Photo”. 
 

 “For background reports, in-depth stories, Web Videos, Social Media and the TV news 
studio the quality and relevance of the photo is key – not the timing. Here, this app is 
likely to prove very beneficial.“ 
 

 “In case journalists have direct access to such a tool they could experiment more 
easily with new formats, storytelling approaches and journalism products, being less 
reliant on the traditional picture processes and at times limited supply.” 
 

 “DW could extend its offering of picture galleries.” 
 

 “It is good for photographers that they can showcase their work directly to a 
publisher and potentially directly to journalists working in that organisation - as they 
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often have specific requirements that could be directly fulfilled (not via the 
organisation’s picture editing division).” 
 

 “The annotation feature is very helpful to avoid misunderstandings on what is shown 
on a photograph.” 

 
 

5.4 Improvements and Additions 

Many testers suggested improvements, additional features or extension modules for a 
commercial version of Bloomen Photo, which are listed below. 

 A registration option for small local photo agencies – some of which DW may know 
already. 
 

 Development into a one-stop-shop for DW’s non-agency photo material. 
 

 The app could be extended to or have a photographer-side version that also caters 
for user-generated content from non-professional photographers as this group is 
also likely to offer good/unique or relevant photos. This type of extension is 
especially useful for a larger commercial business case involving other public service 
media companies. 
 

 Multi-language versions. 
 

 Usage of well-known CC licenses and symbols to simplify the choice of a suitable 
license to upload with the photo. 
 

 Extend the assignment feature to a scaled-up version beyond “invited photographers” 
to all registered members worldwide. The publisher would set a fixed, but fair price 
and license and then review what is coming, only paying the selected photos. It 
would be up to the photographer to decide if they think it is worth taking part. 
Photographers could notify other colleagues who live near the place relating to the 
assignment. This might be more suitable to exploit the Blockchain benefits than 
single, manually operated assignments. 
 

 When DW suggests licenses to photographers, this should include “Creative 
Commons” like features, e.g. the price option “0” BLO, a license for 2 years rather 
than the usual 10 years or licenses where the first 100 uses are free. 
 

 Extension by a photo verification module that analyses photos uploaded to identify 
potential issues. 
 

 Inclusion of other publishers so that photographers have more incentives to sign up. 
This can include non-competitive publishers such as other European public service 
media organisations or specific topical publishers. 
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 Extension with cryptocurrency-based e-commerce shop where Photographers can 
buy professional photography related equipment, hotels or travel tickets with BLO 
tokens they have earned. 
 

 Extension with an easy-to-use “License Guide” system for understanding and 
selecting image licenses. This would help smaller publishers and less knowledgeable 
photographers. It could be run on a collaborative basis with input from the Bloomen 
Photo community associated with the app. 
 

 Photographs could be annotated with Computer Vision technologies (Facial 
Recognition / People Identification). 
 

 Option to set an assignment on “private” in case it is a sensitive (investigative) 
reporting project that potentially not even other colleagues from the same 
organisation might be able to see (let alone other publishers). 
 

 A diversity of licenses would be useful, also including “attribution” for photographers. 
 

 The photographer should be able to choose how much metadata they provide, i.e. 
limiting the automatic exif data import feature. 
 

 Mark Photographers as favourite, ideally with options to classify the reason (e.g. 
unique landscapes, Kenyan politics, etc.) 
 

 The reputation function should allow text comments as to why a “Like” was given so 
that one publisher can see whey other publishers rated the photographer highly. 
 

 For verification purposes it would be helpful to see where and when the photo was 
published by other publishers. 
 

 It should be possible to apply filters only within “purchased” photos. 
 

 The upload function could include a Reverse-Image-Search so that the user can see if 
the photo already exists online (from this photographer or even someone else in case 
of fraud), in order to verify the image further (time, place, etc.) 
 

 In case fraud is being detected by one photographer, the application could execute a 
pre-agreed set of rules and consequences (e.g. de-registration, notification within the 
app, legal measures, etc.) in order to deter others. It has happened, for example, that 
a photographer has sold photos to agencies which he had stolen from other 
photographers and even Revers-Image-Search did not detect this (a practice 
conducted by agencies to verify incoming photos). 
 

 Photographers should not just receive an assignment “to do” list but also be free to 
make suggestions for their own subjects and motives that may be relevant (to 
benefit from their local view and expertise). 
 

 Specific features that make direct less likely of missing metadata more visible (e.g. a 
photographer is entitled to delete some of the exif-data prior to upload, for privacy or 
other reasons). 
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 Option to purchase a photo both exclusively and privately in case other publishers 

are involved in the Application / Blockchain. 
 

 There should be a function for personal exchange between the publisher and 
photographer (e.g. chat). 
 

 The application should ensure with specific features/measures that all 
photographers have fair access to a published assignment and check if certain types 
of members “always win”, therefore disadvantaging others. Diverse chances should 
be “built-in”. 
 

 A filter for violent images is required to protect picture editors and journalists from 
trauma. Such images could be shown in black-and-white only (e.g. a 
recommendation from the DART Center, a specialist initiative) or content moderation 
can be added for this type of image. 

 

5.5 Shortcomings and Barriers 

About half of the comments relating to dislikes, doubts or general shortcomings of Bloomen 
Photo related to potential barriers for photographers to sign up or were concerned with the 
reputation function. The following points were made: 

Comments related to photographer sign-up 

 Photographers may be put off by the fact that at this point in time they cannot by 
much with the Bloomen tokens they have earned and that a change to another 
cryptocurrency will involve some instability. A clearer connection and direct 
relationship with a stable, real currency would be useful. (Note: it was explained in the 
test session that the tokens can be changed to any other fiat currency at any point in 
time). 

 The complexity of payment exchange processes or a lack of willingness to run a 
digital wallet might stop photographers from signing up to Bloomen Photo (too many 
hurdles). 

 The app will only be a success if there are enough photographers that. 

 Bloomen Photo should not be limited to professional photographers. 

 The number of photographers signing up to Bloomen Photo might strongly depend 
on the volume of Marketing and PR activities conducted in the required regions. 

 Internet connectivity and affordability in certain countries/regions might be limited, 
acting as a barrier to take-up of Bloomen Photo by photographers. 

 Photographers might be put off by the complex Blockchain processes behind the app 
unless they understand the well. They have to put “blind faith” into the application in 
case they do not understand Blockchain technology and concepts. 
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 Many photographers already work with one or more agencies. Bloomen Photo would 
have to have a clear USP for photographers to sign up for yet another platform. 

 
General comments 

 The photo received still has to be fully verified by the publisher as the publisher 
would be directly responsible, unless with agencies where the agency is somewhat 
liable for providing fraudulent photos. 

 For immediate and unexpected breaking news event Bloomen Photo is unlikely to be 
suitable as photos are required within “minutes”. Here, the UGC-Pool is more suitable 
as it is possible to use photos from social media for reporting purposes and a short 
timeframe without licence agreement. 

 For new photographers it is difficult to know if they are reputable. 

 If a well-known publishing house has bought repeatedly from one photographer and 
given a high reputation it may lead other and smaller publishers to “blindly” follow. 

 The reputation function might put too much competitive pressure on photographers 
as everything is transparent (who reacts quickly, who is most successful). 

 The display of the reputation directly underneath each photo might create difficult to 
notice bias in the selection of photos (high reputation = good photo). 

 The sustainability aspects of Blockchain are not taken into account. 

 It may take time until trust in Blockchain has mature enough for members to sign up 
or publishers to use the app (social cultural issue). 

 

5.6 Administrative Aspects 

The key feedback from respondents responsible for DW processes for personnel, 
contracting, and payments was as follows, highlighting current pain points in the context of 
future benefits and opportunities seen by Bloomen Photo. 
 
Challenges and pain points 
 

 “An organisation like DW usually creates contracts with employees (full-time or part 
times as well as freelancers) on a one-to-one basis, using traditional tools such as 
Microsoft Word or E-Mail. For this reason, it is problematic to create hundreds of new 
contracts.” 

 
 “There is currently no system that can securely and reliably identify if photos are 

properly licensed or not. Current tools are not designed for onboarding many external 
photographers in foreign countries. The current problem of missing license 
information and no existing way to auto-detect a license status would become more 
severe when the period between the original assignment and a later re-use of the 
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pictures extends. After 3-5 years, people involved in the original project might not 
remember or not work at DW anymore. The information or ways to retrieve such 
information on photo licenses would usually be lost.” 

 
 “Traditional means of contracting, such as Word Documents, cannot be machine-

read, meaning that conditions and restrictions as well as general licensing terms 
could not easily be found in case of a dispute.” 

 
 “Knowledge or expectations towards Blockchain was low in this group of 

professionals. Blockchain technology had so far failed to appear as a mature option 
to handle multiple contracts for large numbers of digital content.” 

 
 “Another challenge was correct tax payments in both Germany and the country of the 

contributor. For example, a photo sale requires a 10% tax to be paid in Germany on 
such work. Currently, this amount is directly paid by DW, as otherwise the tax is often 
not properly paid.” 

 
Main benefits seen in the context of Bloomen Photo 
 

 The onboarding of photographers is simplified 
 There is a process to legally assure that photos licensed are created by a 

photographer 
 Blockchain is used to connect photographers to photos 
 Blockchain is used to store hashtags of photos and licensing information 

 Bloomen Photo enables assignments for specific photo productions 
 Contracts and specific license terms can be machine-read and applied when needed 

 There can be warnings that the re-use of a picture is against license and needs re-
licensing 

 In the future there is an option to let photographers offer photos proactively. 
 
 

5.7 Verification and UGC Aspects 

For DW, it was also important to obtain feedback on Bloomen Photo from the perspective of 
content verification (fact-checking) and incoming content (photos) from audiences (User-
Generated Content). This was provided by specialist journalists; it is summarised below. 
 
Content Verification Workflows 
 

 If this app was established, it would be helpful for verification purposes, but not a 
“game changer”. Useful features are: 
 

o The source entry of a photo cannot be manipulated 
o Changes and photo manipulations are visible 
o Exif-Data and many types of metadata are provided with each photo 
o Specific verification relevant metadata can be made obligatory 
o The photographer is pre-verified 
o The beginning of the membership is visible 
o Contact details are visible 
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o Earnings and reputation visible 
 

 There is a higher level of trust and a more direct connection than obtaining photos 
from Facebook or Instagram, where photographers claim that they have taken these 
photos in a certain region. 
 

 Bloomen Photo is less suitable for direct integration with the TrulyMedia tool used by 
DW as this is about collaborative manual verification processes. 
 

User Generated Content 
 

 In case of breaking news, it seems that User-Generated-Content (UGC) photos can be 
obtained and published online more quickly than with Bloomen Photo (images found 
in social media can be used by journalist for the purpose of public interest for 36 
hours without a specific license on a “fair use” basis). 

 
 When users get many requests from media houses, some often say “you can take it” 

in order to have less administrative hassle (unless it is a very special photo or already 
sold). 
 

 For ongoing stories, that may connect to a breaking news event, the Bloomen Photo 
app would be very useful to obtain high resolution, high quality pictures from that 
news event for background article that explain the event. 
 

 Only a very large and mature network of photographer within Bloomen Photo could 
match a breaking news scenario. 
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5.8 Photographer Motivation 

Background 
 
It was a DW business assumption, related to photographers using Bloomen Photo, that 
photographers should benefit from the platform and the ability to get assignments, including 
transparent licensing and fair, swift payment for their work. Because Bloomen Photo 
provides a number of features for onboarding, photo upload, licensing and initiation of 
payments through a wallet. A key innovation of Bloomen Photo is the creation of hashes for 
each picture and storage of that information on a Blockchain platform for long-term storage. 
 
Overall, Bloomen Photo proposes a “high touch” concept where photo editors work closely 
and in personal contact with photographers on assignments. This approach could affect 
both productivity (the right pictures being produced) and higher quality (the needs of the 
publisher being understood). 
 
This approach is based on the following situation, applicable to photographers, leading to a 
DW assumption that, in Africa, income is a big issue for many photographers. 
 
Income for photographers can vary across a relatively wide range: very few top 
photographers generate high incomes, similar to other creatives such as writers or artists. 
The majority of photographers will receive a middle-class income if they are employed by 
wire services, newspapers or other organisations with a consistent demand for photos. 
Freelancers income will vary strongly, from regular to very low. Reported incomes from 
websites like Glassdoor1, Payscale.com2 or Salary.com3 show a wide distribution of 
incomes. While most of the platforms are reporting income for the US, the assumption is 
that income will not be very different for European countries and usually much lower – 
nominally and by frequency – for photographers in Africa, Asia and other parts of the 
developing world. Data from these sites shows, that photographers are very rarely top-
earners, instead often only achieving low to mid-level incomes. 
 
Although there is a strong demand for photos, most images will be sourced for very low 
prices through stock photo platforms. Another big issue is image theft. While it is almost 
impossible to correctly assess the amount of photo theft in digital publishing, estimates 
range between 60% and up to 85% of all uses.4 
 
Photographers have not benefitted from the shift to digital publishing in the last 20 years. In 
the traditional set-up, with photos mainly being printed for news reporting, magazines or 
advertising, there were sound and tested procedures for sourcing the photos, from contract 
to production to licensing. These processes were honoured by almost all involved parties in 
the majority of interactions. 
 

                                                        
 
1
 https://www.glassdoor.com/Salaries/photographer-salary-SRCH_KO0,12.htm 

2
 https://www.payscale.com/research/UK/Job=Photographer/Salary 

3
 https://www.salary.com/tools/salary-calculator/photographer 

4
 Source: Copytrack Website, retrieved February 10, 2020. URL: https://www.copytrack.com/how-to-

find-stolen-images/ 

https://www.glassdoor.com/Salaries/photographer-salary-SRCH_KO0,12.htm
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With the advent of digital publishing, this has changed. Although the demand for photos for 
digital publishing has increased, photos are often used without licensing or compensation 
for the creator. Based on estimates,85% of the three billion photos published daily on the 
internet are published without a proper license. Not having a real license has become the 
norm in many areas of photo publishing. 
 
A key development is that this kind of photo use might cause substantial legal fees for any 
organisation using photos professionally, but without license. Technology for image 
detection and image comparison is improving quickly, as are technologies to automatically 
compare images and even parts of images through Artificial Intelligence. Detected cases of 
unlicensed use are then billed by lawyers. Examples of such companies are Brandwatch5 
(which provides a service to brands detecting their logos in any image) or – more relevant – 
Copytrack. The latter offers photographers to check for usage of their photos and then press 
for payment with the help of a large team of lawyers, for a fee. 
 
At DW, photo editors are not allowed to use any photo platform which is not fully licensed or 
contracted, to avoid any case of unlicensed photo use. 
 
Evaluation feedback 
 
The main business assumptions listed below were also confirmed by the photographers 
participating, with strong agreement levels (either “strongly agree” or “agree”). 
 

 With Bloomen Photo, Photographers can simplify its current IPR and copyright 
management workflows with regard to photo sales to media organisations or other 
buyers. 
 

 For Photographers, Bloomen Photo provides an alternative and more direct way for 
photo sales – different to news agencies or stock services. 
 

 Bloomen Photo supports fair and fast payments, based on simple and direct 
payment processes. 
 

 Bloomen Photo assignments help photographers to focus on taking the right photos 
(based on a clear briefing, demand and relevance). 
 

All strongly agreed that they would recommend a final, fully developed version of Bloomen 
Photo to other photographers and media customers. 
 
The core features for Photographers and Blockchain specific features were all rated as 
either “very important” or “important. The same applied to the assignment features. 
 
Key feedback from photographers in Africa relates to practical challenges without a solution 
like Bloomen Photo and related benefits seen in this new option. Comments are 
summarised below: 

 

                                                        
 
5
 https://www.brandwatch.com/image-insights/ 
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Payment is very often an issue. This includes how long it takes to get paid as well as the 
fees having to be paid to obtain the money (e.g. via Western Union, Moneygram or other 
services). 
Upload options are unreliable, internet transfer rate occasionally or always low, even in big 
cities. 
Metadata transfer is considered a challenge, e.g. when transferring pictures via platforms 
such as WeTransfer there is no option to attach metadata, descriptions of places or people 
in photos. 
 
It was highlighted that making everything transparent with sales, assignments, and 
payments is a positive improvement. Normally this is done in an arcane and opaque way via 
email or phone.  The application was liked for being user-friendly and transparent: “I like the 
Bloomen photo system because it looks user friendly, it is easy to track my photo and also to 
know whether it has been used – and to see all the payments”. Suggestions were also made, 
e.g. to automate certain functions, like facial recognition or tagging: “That might get pretty 
annoying if you had to tag 100 photos”. 
 
 

5.9 Critical Success Factors and KPIs 

 
Following review recommendations, DW re-assessed its previously defined Critical Success 
Factors (CSFs) and the related Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) with regard to their 
relevance and measurability. With regard to both these aspects, it was decided that they still 
serve their initially intended purpose adequately. Important considerations are that the DW 
evaluation programme is qualitative in nature and the general market development related to 
“large-scale” Blockchain based photo platforms has not evolved in terms of market uptake 
as planned . 
 
In Bloomen Photo, the approach was to look for shortcomings of the current photo process. 
In the beginning, it was discussed what the most pressing problems were: Was it, for 
example, performance, storage, licensing or the number of available photos? Or would the 
photo editors report that they had all the tools they ever needed and that there was really no 
need for anything new? 
 
The initial answers confirmed that the current system of quantity has notable shortcomings: 
specific photos of daily life, politics, education and other day-to-day topics are missing for an 
entire continent with more than 50 countries (Africa). This is why the focus of the use case 
shifted to finding a solution firstly for this specific DW problem, expecting to be able to scale 
and extend later for other world regions and possibly additional media types. 
 
A review of the CFS and KPIs defined for Bloomen Photo is presented below. The 
assessment is provided within the original CSF table in bold type face. 
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CSFs for the News Use Case 

CSF 
NUC.1 

The conduction of typical picture workflow steps or entire workflow cycles are fast(er), 
simple(r) or more transparent. 
 
Still relevant? YES 
 
Finding: All respondents “agreed” or “strongly agreed”, that “with Bloomen Photo DW 
can simplify its current IPR and copyright management workflows with regard to photo 
acquisition from external sources or contributors” (Key Business Hypotheses 1). 
 
Bloomen Photo is designed to complement the otherwise efficient and extensive 
workflows of photo news agencies like Reuters, AFP or Picture Alliance. Bloomen 
Photo is designed to fill the gaps by providing an efficient, fast and clearly defined 
process, which includes onboarding/verification, requesting, contracting, briefing, 
delivery, review and payment in one app. This would otherwise have to be done either 
with several platforms or with a combination across several applications (database, 
payment provider, billing, contracting). 
 

CSF 
NUC.2 

The benefits for external pictures contributors outweigh potential obstacles in using the 
tool and being part of the contributor network 
 
Still relevant: Yes 
 
Finding: The core features for Photographers and Blockchain specific features were all 
rated as either “very important” or “important. The same applied to the assignment 
features. Equally, all other core hypotheses relating to acceptance were positively 
validated (see chapter 5.8). Although potential obstacles in using the tools remain as a 
risk, it is reduced by these findings. 
 
From a photographer perspective, Bloomen Photo promises a new, efficient and direct 
way to interact with large media companies. Instead of using multiple, always different 
platforms such as e-mail, messaging, word, transmission platforms, etc. there is one 
tool that manages the process, including contracting, licensing and payments. 
The current challenge is whether the demonstrator could technically evolve into a 
version 1.0 software/workflow platform offered in the market. 
 

CSF 
NUC.3 

Greater picture choice: News organizations receive more or better pictures from a larger, 
more diverse group of external collaborators (including non/semi-professionals), 
resulting in potentially better visual journalism output. 
 
Still relevant: Yes 
 
Finding: The large majority of respondents “agreed” or “strongly agreed”, that “with 
Bloomen Photo, DW has the opportunity to improve visual journalism by being able to 
obtain more and better quality or unique pictures - due to direct and fair relationships 
with international photographers” (Key Business Hypotheses 3). Many positive 
comments also confirmed this success factor, i.e. pointing to the greater choice and 
more relevant choice of pictures (see chapter 5.3). 
 
It should be noted that this is not only a question of quantity, but also quality. Given the 
role of emerging regions such as India, Africa, etc. better reporting must also be 
accompanied by better and more relevant photos. 
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CSF 
NUC.4 

Editorial and non-technical staff in media organisations like using the Visual Journalism 
Tool prototype because it is „easy-to-use“, and it does not require knowledge of related 
concepts/technologies. 
 
Still relevant: Yes 
 
Finding: Both journalism and photo editor respondents made unprompted positive 
statements regarding the application’s interface, its ease of use and good “look and 
feel”. 
 
Instead of making the process complex, the interface was designed to make the 
exchange very visual and direct, without revealing underlying technologies. This is 
important for this non-technical target group. 
 

CSF 
NUC.5 

Potential users, external collaborators and news media stakeholders are highly attracted 
by the tool’s interface (look and feel), core features and the overall concept 
 
Still relevant: Yes 
 
Finding: This has been achieved, despite the fact that the “look and feel” of the 
interface deliberately received less developer attention than the implementation of 
core features. The Bloomen Photo demonstrator was easy-to-test, which is the key 
aspect of this CSF, and many respondents commented on the easy-to-use interface 
and the simple. The set of core features as well as the overall business concept have 
also been confirmed (Importance ranking of features, and by positive validation of the 
four key business hypotheses). 
 

CSF 1-4 have directly related KPIs, with information on measurement of success. All KPIs 
have been met, based on the criteria below (and data from online questionnaires / 
interviews). 
 

 KPI NUC.1 – Picture Workflow and Related Steps: The proportion of users who 
regard the new picture workflows and related steps as either simpler, faster or more 
transparent is larger than 30% (agree or strongly agree). 
 

 KPI NUC.2 – Acceptance of Tool by External Picture Editors: The number of 
benefits/advantages stated by these types of users is greater than obstacles and 
disadvantages mentioned. 

 
 KPI NUC.3 – Choice of Pictures in Terms of Diversity and/or Quantity:  Picture 

related staff in media organisation state that the available choice of pictures from 
external collaborators (in terms of diversity and quantity) would be greater than 
without a Blockchain-based system/workflow). 
 

 KPI NUC.4 – Visual Journalism Tool usage (for more information see comments for 
CSF 4 below): The proportion of users who are interested in using the tool is larger 
than 30% (very interested or interested). 
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KPI NUC.1 

Title Picture workflows and related steps 

Objective/CSF 
reference 

CSF NUC.1 

Measures Degree to which the new picture workflows and related steps are 
perceived by staff in media organisations as faster, simpler or more 
transparent when compared with traditional, non-Blockchain based 
workflows. 

Success Criteria The proportion of users who regard the new picture workflows and 
related steps as either simpler, faster or more transparent is larger than 
30% (agree or strongly agree). Derived from qualitative evaluation 
programmes and a Likert-Scale questionnaire. 

Activity Reference Activity 1: Picture Related Blockchain Recording, Activity 2: Smart 
Contracts and Payment. Activity 3: Contributor Management 
 

 
All respondents “agreed” or “strongly agreed”, that “with Bloomen Photo DW can simplify 
its current IPR and copyright management workflows with regard to photo acquisition from 
external sources or contributors” (Key Business Hypotheses 1). 
 

 
 KPI NUC.2 

Title Acceptance of tool by external pictures contributors 

Objective/CSF 
reference 

CSF NUC.2 

Measures Number of benefits or advantages stated by users in comparison to the 
mention of obstacles and disadvantages 

Success Criteria The number of benefits/advantages stated by these types of users is 
greater than obstacles and disadvantages mentioned. Derived from 
qualitative evaluation programmes and a questionnaire. 

Activity Reference Activity 1: Picture Related Blockchain Recording, Activity 3: Contributor 
Management 

 
The core features for Photographers and Blockchain specific features were all rated as 
either “very important” or “important. The same applied to the assignment features. 
Equally, all other core hypotheses relating to acceptance were positively validated (see 
chapter 5.8). 
The key question is, whether a Bloomen Photo platform would be embraced or objected by 
photographers. Based on our evaluation, the feedback is positive and encouraging. While 
photo editors would be driving the demand and the assignment frequency, Bloomen Photo 
offers a clearly defined workflow for photographers. 
 
Below is an assessment of the relevant activities: 
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Picture related blockchain recording. The user has less work, not more. Every picture 
uploaded is automatically recorded as an asset, related to both the creator and the licensee 
(e.g. DW). This is a much simpler and more direct process than on large photo platforms. 
Here, a company like Reuters or Getty would be the license partner, working with a user 
e.g. like DW. The existence of an intermediary usually results in reduced revenues for the 
creator. 
 
Contributor management: Through Bloomen Photo active, reliable and engaged 
photographers could extend the number of projects and payments – because quality, 
delivery, reliability and other individual traits do matter in the logic of the platform. It is the 
assumption, that the platform - as designed now - is actually highly beneficial to 
contributors. The high approval rate from evaluations is encouraging here. 
 

 
KPI NUC.3 

Title Choice of pictures in terms of diversity and/or quantity 

Objective/CSF 
reference 

CSF NUC.3 

Measures The extent to which picture related staff in media organisations perceive 
that the overall picture choice from external collaborators has increased 
in terms of diversity and/or quantity. 

Success Criteria Picture related staff in media organisation state that the available choice 
of pictures from external collaborators (in terms of diversity and quantity) 
is greater than without a Blockchain-based system/workflow. Derived 
from qualitative evaluation programmes and a questionnaire. 

Activity Reference Activity 1: Picture Related Blockchain Recording, Activity 3: Contributor 
Management 

The large majority of respondents “agreed” or “strongly agreed”, that “with Bloomen Photo, 
DW has the opportunity to improve visual journalism by being able to obtain more and better 
quality or unique pictures - due to direct and fair relationships with international 
photographers” (Key Business Hypotheses 3). Many positive comments also confirmed this 
success factor, i.e. pointing to the greater choice and more relevant choice of pictures (see 
chapter 5.3). 
 
Both questions of quantity and quality are important. Quantitatively, there have been 
discussions regarding the limitations of public blockchains as to the number of 
interactions per second. In our scenario though this extreme high-volume usage is not 
relevant at all. From a perspective of content quality, the assignment feature would clearly 
lead to much better diversity of photos. Assignments would open a way to moderately 
scale projects, but without the administrative long-tail which would otherwise be the limit 
here. Instead, an almost one-to-one relationship between editor and photographer is 
further enhanced and speeded up by the use of the system. 
 
Further, again in terms of quality and with a more technical view, Blockchain technology 
can be a strength of any such system. There is a need for always accessible, long-term 
storage information, which can be retrieved when needed. For example, when a 
counterparty claims use of one or multiple pictures without license. This will be an 
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imminent problem for any organisation using many photos or other media assets, and it 
will increase in volume very quickly. However, this backward retrieval of specific license 
information for one picture is problematic for very large databases, including photo 
repositories, specifically when the data (the photo) is stored in the database. Here, the 
Blockchain approach of separating the hash information from the asset is more efficient. 
The expectation is that in the case of a dispute or claim the license will be retrieved based 
on the hash of the photo. Here, long term, reverse image searches could even lead to self-
service or automated dispute mitigation, for the benefit of the media organisation. 

  
KPI NUC.4 

Title Visual journalism tool usage  

Objective/CS
F reference 

CSF NUC.2, CSF NUC.4, CSF NUC.5 

Measures Degree of interest from media organisations and external collaborators to use 
the Visual Journalism Tool for aspects of picture workflows. 

Success 
Criteria 

The proportion of users who are interested in using the tool is larger than 30% 
(very interested or interested). Derived from qualitative evaluation programmes 
and a Likert-Scale questionnaire. 

Activity 
Reference 

Activity 1: Picture Related Blockchain Recording, Activity 2: Smart Contracts and 
Payments, Activity 3: Contributor Management 

 
Both journalism and photo editor respondents made unprompted positive statements 
regarding the application’s interface, its ease of use and good “look and feel”. Acceptance 
of the tool was very high, including the perception that the entire system is “very easy to 
use”. 
 
This was actually a surprise for many respondents as they had expected something much 
more complex. It should be considered as an important achievement that the demonstrator 
“looks” and “feels” easy to use, with a number of high-tech features being placed in a user-
friendly and logical order. 
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6 Conclusion 

This deliverable summarised the “Bloomen Photo” pilot application, operational pilot 
procedures, the underlying business concept and diverse types of evaluation results, 
including an assessment of Critical Success Factors and KPIs. The findings of the 
evaluation were grouped into key outcomes: Business value, feature offering, benefits, 
barriers, additions, stakeholder opinion and photographer motivation. 
 
The large majority of results and comments are highly encouraging and fully support the 
current business and technical direction of Bloomen Photo. All key business hypotheses 
have been validated with strong agreement levels by most respondents (“fully agree” or 
“agree”). This is also the case regarding the previously defined Critical Success Factors and 
related KPIs. Furthermore, the overall set of features was rated by most respondents as 
“very important” or “important”. There are countless qualitative comments describing 
advantages and benefits, suggested improvements or additions, and important aspects of 
related administrative or journalistic workflows. Shortcomings and barriers have also been 
highlighted, with many relating to the specific business issue of potential uptake by 
photographers. 
 
These learnings are invaluable for the final phase of the use case and to review the 
sustainability of the emerging MVP. 
 
 

6.1 Learnings for Bloomen Photo 

This additional round of evaluations, interactions, in-depth discussions and presentations 
was helpful to get a much more refined view of whether Bloomen Photo could be a viable 
concept. Further, it revealed that many of the participants had reservations regarding 
Blockchain, but often remarked that after the explanation they had a much better 
understanding about why and how these new technologies could be beneficial. 
 
The evolution from the initial photo platform to a niche-orientated platform with a focus on 
assignments was only possible as a result of in-depth, time-consuming research, looking at 
existing platforms, with or without blockchain. The evaluation exchanges with users and 
across many different stakeholder groups helped significantly towards this goal. Instead of 
simply conducting one survey, the many in-depth exchanges revealed key details and 
specific needs, based on insights into the day-to-day work in the photo newsroom. 
 
The extensive set of findings supports the view that Bloomen Photo could fill a “mega-niche” 
for the sourcing of creative material. At least for photos, but also for news-oriented video 
and audio snippets. A so-called “mega-niche” is usually found in a “small” solution, which 
could be used “worldwide” – resulting in a large enough market. This has to be further 
examined in the business plan, which will be produced as the next step towards the end of 
the Bloomen project. 
 
However, it can be argued at this point: Blockchain itself is not the driver of adoption. The 
situation is slightly different and more nuanced: People in the evaluation were intrigued by 
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the promise of a solution to an otherwise persistent problem with photo sourcing. In this 
context, they were open and more willing to accept Blockchain, provided this is the 
technology helping to enable the solution. 
 
The mixed views about Blockchain were further visible when discussing the wallet. Initially, 
all users found it convenient and important to have direct payment features for funds 
transfer and pay-out. The idea of a virtual coin or token was again met with many 
suspicions. It is possible that the wrong wording or setting with regards to Blockchain-based 
coins would be a barrier to adoption. When compared and labelled with more familiar terms, 
e.g. like “Miles” of an airline account or as a transitionary form of real money, users were 
usually more satisfied. 
 
 

6.2 Towards the Overall Evaluation 

 
Based on the evaluation in phase 2, the next steps towards the final Bloomen Photo 
demonstrator and the overall evaluation will be to refine and potentially update elements of 
Bloomen Photo, related workflows and the business concept, based on the large volume of 
information now available. 
 
Towards the end of the project, this will also help to provide an overall evaluation of 
Blockchain technology. The current impression is that the technology itself is promising but 
too complex to be the key sales or usage driver. Users are sensitive when it comes to 
software related to money and often cannot comprehend aspects of how to maintain 
security, how fraud is detected or prevented. The current issues related to larger Blockchain 
crypto exchanges, with assets being lost, stolen, or transformed, are too much of a threat for 
the mainstream majority of users. Therefore, it is the current assumption that Blockchain 
elements can be used at this point in time, but would have to be “masked” by specific 
features or utility that is provided through the software. 
 
Further, it will be important to conduct an overall practical assessment of using Blockchain 
technology as it has been presented by the Bloomen project, the innovative components as 
well as business issues related to potential implementation and security. 
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